
BORA Professional 3.0



BORA Professional 3.0 
highlights

Minimum volume
Thanks to the quiet fan, the extractor remains barely audible 
even at high power levels. 

Intuitive control knob
The combination of classic control knob and touch surface 
with LED display makes the system simple and intuitive to use.

Premium design
The design is eye-catching thanks to its minimalist style and 
use of premium materials, such as the stainless-steel control 
knob ring with a black glass front and LED display.

Simple cleaning
All parts that come into contact with cooking vapours can be 
easily removed through the inlet opening and put in your 
dishwasher for fuss-free cleaning.

Oversized surface induction cooking zones
Large surface induction cooking zones ensure your pans are 
heated up evenly.



BORA Professional 3.0 
highlights

Automatic cover flap
The cover flap opens automatically when in operation, and 
integrated sensor technology prevents items from getting 
trapped during closure. 

Oversized 4 24 cooking surface
The oversized 54 cm cooktop allows even two large pans to be 
easily placed one behind the other.

Modular system
You have the flexibility to choose which combination of 
cooktops you want, from surface induction and gas cooktops 
to a Tepan stainless steel grill.

Accurate temperature control
The Tepan stainless steel grill heats up to 250°C in under five 
minutes and offers ultra-precise temperature control.  

Automatic extractor control
The extractor power level automatically adjusts itself according 
to current cooking conditions, so there’s no need for manual 
adjustment. 



Revolution evolved.

Excellent performance, optimum premium design, even more 
intuitive operation and eight extra deep cooktops that can be 
mixed and matched – the kitchen revolution goes on. The new 
BORA Professional 3.0 is the future as far as cooking is 
concerned. Groundbreaking design language combines with 
the highest standards in materials, technology and efficiency. 
Highlights are the automatic cover flap, the improved extractor 
control and the elegant stainless steel knob ring. And the all 
black, tactile glass front with its clear, white LED display is 
sure to turn heads.



Cooktop models

PKFI3
PKFI3AB
BORA Pro 
surface induction cooktop

PKI3
PKI3AB
BORA Pro 
induction cooktop

PKCH3
PKCH3AB
BORA Pro  
Hyper cooktop 
1-ring / 2-ring

PKCB3
PKCB3AB
BORA Pro  
HiLight cooktop 
3-ring / roaster



Cooktop models

 PKC3
 PKC3AB
BORA Pro  
HiLight cooktop 
3-ring / 2-ring

 PKIW3 
 PKIW3AB
BORA Pro 
induction wok cooktop

 PKT3
 PKT3AB 
BORA Pro 
Tepan stainless steel grill 
with 2 cooking zones

 PKG3
 PKG3AB
BORA Pro  
gas cooktop



Extractor models

PKA3 /  
PKAS3
BORA Pro cooktop 
extractor / cooktop 
extractor system 
Dimensions: 110 x 540 mm

PKA3AB /  
PKAS3AB
BORA Pro cooktop 
extractor All Black / with 
Integrated fan All Black 
Dimensions: 110 x 540 mm

Control knob 
Pro 3.0

Control knob
Pro 3.0 All Black

All product information

Would you like to find out more about BORA products? 
Just visit our website: bora.com/professional-3-0

https://www2.bora.com/de-de/cooktop-extractor-systems/bora-professional-30


BORA warranty

We trust in our products and strongly believe in their quality! 
That’s why we’re extending the two-year manufacturer’s 
warranty on your BORA system for an extra year. 

For more information, please read the current terms and 
conditions: mybora.com/warranty2plus1

Extend your warranty

Enter the registration code for your BORA appliance 
to extend the warranty by a year free of charge.  
Just visit our website: mybora.com/registration

http://mybora.com/warranty2plus1
https://www.mybora.com/registration


Pushing boundaries

Sometimes size does matter: the 54 cm-deep, oversized 
cooktops make cooking with extra-large pans even easier and 
fuss free. And the perfect match for them? The Tepan stainless 
steel grill, which makes for a unique cooking experience. 



Barbecue all year 
round: the TEPAN 
COOKBOOK

Whether a succulent steak, tender fish or crunchy vegetables: 
with the Tepan stainless steel, you can whip them all up in an 
instant. Cooking is fun and the meals are tasty and healthy. 
You’ll find a whole host of delicious recipes for the Tepan grill 
in our book ‘INDOOR BARBECUE’. From black risotto with 
shellfish and flank steak strips with grilled romaine lettuce to 
the ever-popular Kaiserschmarrn pancakes – there’s 
something for all tastes.

More information about the  
cookbook:
bora.com/tepan-recipe

https://www.bora.com/de/de/rezepte/tepan-rezepte/


Want to discover BORA products and try them out? Prepare to 
be delighted at a BORA event near you – see our products’ 
functionality, premium materials and extraordinary design for 
yourself. Whether at a BORA Cooking Experience or a BORA 
Product Experience with one of our BORA partners or in the 
BORA Cooking Truck, we look forward to seeing you!

Find a BORA event near you: bora.com/events

Experience BORA live

https://www.bora.com/de/de/events-in-ihrer-naehe/
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Find a BORA retail 
partner
Do you have any questions, or would you like to discover our 
systems in person? You can find your nearest BORA retail 
partner here:

bora.com / dealer

https://www2.bora.com/de-de
https://www.bora.com/de/de/service/find-a-distributor/



